Abstract. A big-step modelling language (BSML) is a language in which a model can respond to an environmental input via a sequence of small steps, each of which may consist of the concurrent execution of a set of transitions. BSMLs are a popular class of modelling languages that are regularly reincarnated in different syntactic and semantic variations. In our previous work, we deconstructed the semantics of many existing BSMLs into eight high-level, conceptually intuitive semantic aspects and their semantic options, which together constitute a semantic design space for BSMLs. In this work, we describe a parametric semantic definition schema based on this deconstruction for defining formally the semantics of a wide range of BSMLs. A semantic definition in our framework is prescriptive in that the high-level semantic aspects of a BSML are manifested clearly as orthogonal parts of the semantic definition. Our goal is to produce a formal semantic definition that is accessible to various stakeholders of the semantics.
Introduction
In this paper, we describe a formal framework to define the semantics of Bigstep Modelling Languages (BSMLs) [1, 2] . BSMLs are a popular, effective class of behavioural modelling languages in which a modeller can specify the reaction of a system to an environmental input as a big step, which consists of a sequence of small steps, each of which may contain a set of concurrent transitions. There is a plethora of BSMLs, many with graphical syntax (e.g., statecharts variants [3, 4] and Argos [5] ), some with textual syntax (e.g., Reactive Modules [6] and Esterel [7] ), and some with tabular format (e.g., SCR [8, 9] ).
In our previous work, we deconstructed the semantics of BSMLs into eight mainly orthogonal semantic aspects and their corresponding semantic options [1, 2] . The semantic aspects distill the semantic concerns of different BSMLs into high-level semantic concepts. The combinations of the semantic options establish a semantic design space that includes the semantics of many existing BSMLs, as well as new BSML semantics. Our deconstruction is conceptually intuitive because the semantic aspects characterize a big step as a whole, rather than only considering its constituent transitions operationally.
Our contribution in this paper is the formalization of a wide range of BSML semantics in a manner that follows our deconstruction. Our semantic definition framework consists of a semantic definition schema, which has a set of parameters. By instantiating the parameters of the semantic definition schema, an operational BSML semantics is derived. The semantic definition schema, its parameters, and the values of the parameters are specified in standard logic and set theory. The semantic aspects of BSMLs correspond to disjoint parameters of the semantic definition schema, and the semantic options of each semantic aspect correspond to the possible values for the parameters. Thus, we achieve a formal semantics without sacrificing the intuitiveness achieved in our deconstruction.
A key insight in our formalization is the recognition, and separation, of the distinct roles in the formal definition for the semantic aspects of concurrency, small-step consistency, preemption, and priority. We call these parameters structural parameters, because they affect the meaning of the hierarchial structure of a model. Structural parameters are distinct from the more common dynamic parameters found in other formalizations, which specify how the state of the model changes from one small step to the next. We believe we are the first to separate these structural parameters disjointly in a manner that matches the factoring into aspects from our high-level deconstruction of the semantics of BSMLs.
In formal semantics, there are two approaches in using formalism: descriptive vs. prescriptive [10, 11] . Our semantic definition framework is a prescriptive approach to define BSML semantics. A prescriptive semantic definition uses the formalism in an active role, to prescribe a semantics that is already known to the semanticist. A descriptive semantic definition uses the formalism in a passive role to describe, what seems like, the discovery of a semantics in the world of all possible semantics. A prescriptive semantic method can provide insights and guidance about what is a good semantics, whereas a descriptive semantics cannot. For example, BNF is a prescriptive method for defining syntax, as opposed to pre-BNF methods, which were descriptive [10] . "In general, the descriptive approach aims for generality even at the expense of simplicity and elegance, while the prescriptive approach aims for simplicity and elegance even at the expense of generality." [11, p.284] . A semantic definition produced by our semantic definition schema is prescriptive in that the high-level semantic aspects of a BSML chosen by its various stakeholders are manifested clearly as orthogonal parts of the semantic definition. A result of our semantic deconstruction and its formalization is a clear scope for the BSML family of modelling languages.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first describe the common syntax that we use for BSMLs, and then describe our deconstruction of BSML semantics using a feature diagram. In Section 3, we describe our semantic definition schema, by presenting its common elements, its structural and dynamic parameters, and their possible values. We also specify the scope of BSML semantics that our framework covers. In Section 4, we consider the related work, comparing our work with other semantic definition frameworks, including those used in tool-support generator frameworks. In Section 5, we conclude our paper and discuss future work. 
Background
In Section 2.1, we describe our normal form syntax for BSMLs, and in Section 2.2, we describe our deconstruction of BSML semantics [1, 2] . We adopt few syntactic definitions from Pnueli and Shalev's work [12] .
Normal Form Syntax
As is usual when studying a class of related notations, we introduce a normal form syntax [13] , which is expressive enough for representing the syntax of many BSMLs [1, 2] . In our normal form syntax, a model consists of: (i) a hierarchy tree of control states, and (ii) a set of transitions between the control states. Fig. 1 shows the BNF for the hierarchy tree of a model and its transitions, which permits an arbitrary hierarchy of And and Or control states, with Basic control states appearing at the leaves. 1 The symbol "transitions" in the rules is a set of transitions. The highest level control state in a hierarchy tree is called the root, which is an Or control state with an empty set of transitions. A transition t has a source control state, src(t), and a destination control state, dest(t). Additionally, it can have four optional parts: (i) an event trigger, trig(t), which is a conjunction of events, pos trig(t), and negations of events, neg trig(t); (ii) a guard condition, cond(t), which is a boolean expression over a set of variables; (iii) a sequence of assignments, asn(t); and (iv) a set of generated events, gen(t).
The least common ancestor of two control states s and s ′ , lca(s, s ′ ), is the lowest control state (closest to the leaves of the hierarchy tree) in the hierarchy 
The arena of a transition t, arena(t), is the lowest Or control state in the hierarchy tree such that: src(t), dest(t) ∈ children * (arena(t)). The source scope of a transition t, ss(t), specifies the highest control state that t exits upon execution. If src(t) ∈ children + (dest(t)), then ss(t) is dest(t), and if dest(t) ∈ children + (src(t)), then ss(t) is src(t). Otherwise, ss(t) is the highest control state such that: src(t) ∈ children + (ss(t)) and dest(t) / ∈ children + (ss(t)). Similarly, the destination scope of a transition t, ds(t), is defined.
A transition t is an interrupt for transition t ′ , t t ′ , if the sources of the transitions are orthogonal, and one of the following conditions holds: (i) the destination of t ′ is orthogonal with the source of t, and the destination of t is not orthogonal with the sources of either transitions ( Fig. 2(a) ); or (ii) the destination of neither transition is orthogonal with the sources of the two transitions, but the destination of t is a descendant of the destination of t ′ ( Fig. 2(b) ). (In Fig. 2 , a dashed line separates the children of an And control state, and an arrow without a source signifies the default control state of an Or control state.) We use the interrupt for relation to model the notion of preemption [5, 7] .
3 For a set of transitions τ , its set of interrupted transitions, interr(τ ) ⊂ τ , consists of transitions t ′ such that for each t ′ ∈ interr(τ ) there is a t ∈ τ and t t ′ .
BSML Semantics
Initially, a model resides in the default control state of each of its Or control states, its variables have their initial values, and its events are not present. Fig. 3 depicts the structure of a big step, operationally. A big step is the reaction of a model to an environmental input, which consists of an alternating sequence of small steps and snapshots. An environmental input, e.g., I in Fig. 3 , consists of a set of environmental input events, I.events, and a set of variable assignments, I.asns. In some BSMLs, a sequence of small steps are grouped together into a combo step, which hides some of the effects of its small steps from one another (e.g., [15, 16] ). A snapshot is a collection of snapshot elements, each of which is a collection of related information about the execution of a model. For example, there is a snapshot element, S c , which maintains the set of current control states that a model resides in. We follow the convention of using sp itself, or sp with a superscript, as the name of a snapshot; e.g., sp and sp ′ . Also, we follow the convention of always using a subscript to name a snapshot element. To access a snapshot element in a snapshot, we annotate the snapshot element name with the superscript of the snapshot; e.g., S c and S ′ c access the snapshot element S c in snapshots sp and sp ′ , respectively. The execution of a transition in a small step includes exiting a set of control states and entering a set of control states. The exited control states of transition t, exited(t) = children + (ss(t)), specify the control states that could be exited upon execution of t, based on the current control states, S c , which the model resides in. The entered control states of transition t, entered(t), specifies exactly the control states that are entered upon execution of t. A control state s belongs to entered(t) if s ∈ children + (ds(t)) and one of the following three conditions holds: 
Therefore, the execution of a small step τ removes the set of control states t∈τ exited(t) from S c , and adds the set of control states t∈(τ −interr(τ )) entered(t) to it. Fig. 4 shows our deconstruction of BSML semantics into eight semantics aspects, and their semantic options [1, 2] , as a feature diagram [17] . The Sans Serif and Small Caps fonts represent the semantic aspects and the semantic options, respectively. The feature diagram in Fig. 4 enumerates the BSML semantics that arise from our deconstruction. 4 A simple subtree in the feature diagram is an and choice: if the parent is chosen, all of its children, except for the optional children that are distinguished by a small circle attaching to them must be chosen. An arced subtree in the feature diagram is an exclusive or choice: if the parent is chosen, exactly one of its children can be chosen, which might be an optional feature. For example, a BSML semantics must subscribe to exactly one semantic option of the Big-Step Maximality.
Semantic Deconstruction

Semantic Aspects
The Big-Step Maximality semantic aspect specifies when a big step concludes, meaning the model can sense the next environmental input. Similarly, the Combo-Step Maximality semantic aspect specifies when a combo step concludes, and the effect of the execution of the small steps of the combo step that has been hidden during the combo step becomes available. The Event Lifeline semantic aspect specifies the sequence of snapshots of a big step in which a generated event can be sensed as present by a transition. 5 The Enabledness Memory Protocol semantic aspect specifies the snapshots of a big step from which the values of the variables of the guard condition (GC) of a transition are obtained. Similarly, the Assignment Memory Protocol semantic aspect specifies the snapshots of a big step from which the values of the variables in the right-hand side (RHS) of the assignments of a transition are obtained. The Order of Small Steps semantic aspect determines how potential small steps at a snapshot are ordered. The Concurrency and Consistency semantic aspect consists of three sub-aspects. The Concurrency sub-aspect specifies whether one or more than one transition can be taken in a small step. If more than one transition can be taken in a small step, the Small-Step Consistency sub-aspect specifies the criteria for including a set of transitions in a small step. The Preemption sub-aspect specifies whether two transitions where one is an interrupt for the other can be included in a small step, or not. Lastly, the Priority semantic aspect assigns relative priority to a pair of transitions that can replace one another in a small step. As an example, the semantics of Statemate [16] is characterized by the Take Many, Combo Take One, Next Combo Step, GC Combo Step, RHS Combo Step, None, Single, and Hierarchical semantic options.
Semantic Definition Schema
In this section, we present our method for the formalization of BSML semantics. A BSML semantic definition is an instantiation of our semantic definition schema. The semantic definition schema is a set of parametric definitions in standard logic and set theory. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the semantic definition schema, whose elements we describe throughout this section. An arrow between two nodes in the figure specifies that the element in the source of the arrow uses the element in the destination of the arrow. The highest level predicate is N Big , which is a relation between two snapshots sp 0 and sp, and an input I. Predicate N Big characterizes the big steps of the model.
The leaf nodes in Fig. 5 are the parameters of the schema. We distinguish between a structural parameter and a dynamic parameter. A structural parameter deals with the structure of the hierarchy tree of a model, as opposed to a dynamic parameter. The corresponding semantic aspect of a structural parameter is a structural semantic aspect, and the corresponding semantic aspect of a dynamic parameter is a dynamic semantic aspect. In Fig. 4 , we use rectangles and rounded rectangles to distinguish between structural and dynamic aspects, respectively. Similarly, In Fig. 5 , we use rectangles and rounded rectangles to distinguish between structural and dynamic parameters, respectively.
A value for a structural parameter is a predicate that specifies how enabled transitions together can form a small step. A value for a dynamic parameter is a set of snapshot elements, which is usually a singleton. A snapshot element x 1 is characterized by its type, and three predicates, which are each parameters: (i) reset x 1 , which specifies how x 1 changes at the beginning of a big step when an environmental input is received; (ii) next x 1 , which specifies how the value of x 1 is changed when a small step is executed; and (ii) en x 1 , which specifies the role of x 1 in determining a transition as enabled. We denote the set of all snapshot elements that are used by a BSML semantics as SpEl = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the common, non-parametric elements of the semantic definition schema. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the possible values for the structural and dynamic parameters, respectively. Section 3.4 describes the scope of our formalization.
Common Elements
Fig . 6 shows the semantic definition schema. Definitions in lines 1-5 specify how a big step is formed from small steps. Line 1 specifies predicate N Big , which creates a big step by sensing the environmental input I at snapshot sp 0 (via predicate reset), taking k small steps (via predicate N ), and concluding the big step at snapshot sp ′ , when there are no further small steps to be taken, i.e., when enabled(root, sp ′ ) = ∅. The reset predicate in line 2, is the conjunction of the "reset" predicates of the snapshot elements of a BSML semantics; it specifies the effect of receiving the environmental input I. Line 5 specifies the operation of a small step through the N small predicate, which itself is the conjunction of the "next" predicates of the snapshot elements of a BSML semantics. The effect of executing a small step is captured in the destination snapshot of the small step. The N small predicates are chained together via the N relation to create a sequence of small steps, as shown in lines 3 and 4.
Definitions in lines 6-9 determine the set of potential small steps at a snapshot by walking over the hierarchy tree of a model, according to the BNF in Fig. 1 , in a bottom-up way. At a snapshot sp, enabled(root, sp) provides a set of sets of transitions, one of which is non-deterministically chosen as the next small step. For readability, we have used a pair of brackets "[ ]" to separate the syntactic parameter of the predicates from the snapshot parameter sp. Parameter T r is the set of transitions of an And or Or control state. Line 9 specifies how transitions of the children of an And control state can be executed in a small step: the static parameter , which is associated with the Concurrency semantic aspect, specifies whether one or more than one transition can be executed in a small step.
Line 14 defines the merge operator, used in lines 6 and 8, which depends on static parameters C, P , and Π. At each level of the hierarchy tree of a model, the merge operator decides how to choose from the set of sets of enabled transitions at the lower level of the tree (parameter T), and the transitions at the current level of the tree (parameter T ′ ). Parameter T is in a special font because its type is set of sets of transitions, as opposed to a set of transitions such as T ′ . The result of a merge operation is a new set of sets of transitions. A transition en x2 en xn enabled transitions 
enabled and( , sp)
= ∅ Where evaluate evaluates a variable expression with respect to a snapshot element, and operators and are concurrency and merger operators, respectively. belonging to a set of transitions T 1 ∈ T is included in the corresponding new set of transitions for T 1 , unless it is replaced with a transition in the current level. Similarly, a transition t ∈ T ′ in the current level is included in a new set of transitions unless it is replaced by a transition at the current or lower level. A new set of transitions is maximal in that no more transitions can be added to it without violating the Small-Step Consistency, Preemption, or Priority semantics, represented by parameters C, P , and Π, respectively.
T T
Line 10 specifies if a transition t is enabled, by checking whether: cond(t) is true with respect to the values of the variables, src(t) is in the set of current control states, which the model resides in, trig(t) is satisfied with respect to the statuses of events, and the "en" conditions of all snapshot elements are satisfied. Lines 11-13 are the base cases of the recursive definitions.
The dynamic parameters V asn , V cond , E are the names of snapshot elements in SpEl that determine: the values of variables for evaluating the RHS of assignments, the values of variables for evaluating the GC of transitions, the statuses of events for evaluating the triggers of transitions, respectively. The value of each of these parameters is determined by the choice of a semantic option for its corresponding semantic aspect. Parameter V asn is used in the formalization of the Assignment Memory Protocol, which, for the sake of brevity, we do not consider its formalization in this paper.
Structural Parameters
A value for a structural parameter is a predicate that specifies an aspect of how a small step is formed. In this section, we describe the possible values for parameter , and parameters C, P , and Π of the merge operator . Table 1 specifies the values for the concurrency operator , based on the semantic options of the Concurrency semantic sub-aspect. The Single semantics allows exactly one transition per small step, where as the Many semantics allows all of the children of an And control state to have transitions in a small step. 
Semantic Option
Parameter Value Table 2 specifies the values for parameters C and P of the merge operator, which are determined by the Small-Step Consistency and Preemption semantic sub-aspects, respectively. These two semantic sub-aspects are relevant only for the Many concurrency semantics. When the Single concurrency semantics is chosen, both C and P are false. For two distinct t and t ′ to be included in a small step, the Arena Orthogonal semantics requires their arenas to be orthogonal, and the Source/ Destination Orthogonal semantics requires the transitions themselves to be orthogonal. For two transitions t and t ′ where one is an interrupt for another, the Non-Preemptive semantics allows them to be taken in the same small step, but the Preemptive semantics does not. Table 2 . Small-Step Consistency and Preemption semantics.
Parameter Value Table 3 specifies two possible values for parameter Π. For the sake of brevity, we consider only two Hierarchical semantic options, but there are more Priority semantic options [1, 2] . The Child Arena semantics assigns a higher priority to a transition whose arena is lower in the hierarchy tree. Table 3 . Priority semantics.
Semantic Option Parameter Value
As an example, for the semantics that follow the Many, Arena Orthogonal, Preemptive, and No Priority semantic options, the merge operator can be simplified to T T ′ = T ∪ {{t}| t ∈ T ′ }.
Dynamic Parameters
A value for a dynamic parameter is a set of snapshot elements, possibly a singleton, which accomplish the semantics of a corresponding semantic option. For a snapshot element x 1 ∈ SpEl, the reset x 1 (sp 0 , I, sp) predicate specifies the effect of receiving environmental input I in snapshot sp 0 on snapshot element x 1 , which is captured in snapshot sp. The en x 1 (sp, t) predicate specifies if transition t is enabled with respect to snapshot element x 1 . If en x 1 is not specified, then it is true. The next x 1 (sp, τ, sp ′ ) predicate specifies the effect of executing small step τ in snapshot sp, which is captured in snapshot sp ′ . We annotate the name of the snapshot element that represents a semantic option with a subscript that is the same as the name of the semantic option.
In this section, for the sake of brevity, we consider the values of the dynamic parameters for the Event Lifeline semantic aspect only. The corresponding snapshot elements for the semantic options of other semantic aspects are defined similarly and independent of each other, except for the combo-step semantic options (cf., the formalization of the Next Combo Step semantics below).
Event Lifeline
There are three semantic options for the Event Lifeline semantic aspect. The Remainder, Next Combo Step, and Next Small Step semantics require a generated event to be present after it is generated in the remainder of the big step, in the next combo step, and in the next small step, respectively. Fig. 7 presents the snapshot elements for formalizing each semantic option. The value of parameter E, in Fig. 6 , is E Remaindeer , E Next Combo Step , or E Next Small Step , based on the chosen Event Lifeline semantics.
In the Next Combo
Step semantics, the last small step of a combo step must be identified so that the statuses of events are adjusted at the end of the combo step. The EndC predicate in Fig. 7 identifies the last small step of a combo step. Its definition relies on the set of snapshot elements, Cs, which is the set of snapshot elements that specify the notion of combo step in a semantics. For example, if the Next Combo Step semantic option alone is chosen, then Cs = {E Next Combo
Step , E Collect }. If the GC Combo Step semantic option is also chosen, then Cs also includes its corresponding snapshot elements. The override operator, ⊕, replaces the corresponding snapshot elements of its first parameter, which is a snapshot, with the snapshot elements in the second parameter. Thus, sp ′ ⊕ Cs is a new snapshot, replacing the corresponding snapshot elements of sp ′ with the ones in Cs from snapshot sp. Without Cs, the definitions of the snapshot elements of two combo-step semantic options become cyclic.
reset ERemainder(sp 0 , I, sp) ≡ ERemainder = I.events next ERemainder(sp, τ, sp 
Scope of Formalization
We call a BSML semantics a forward-referencing semantics if the enabledness of a transition depends on the execution of other transitions in the current or future small steps. For example, in the Event Lifeline semantics, another semantic option is that an event generated by a transition in a future small step is sensed as present by the current small step [1, 2] . Our current semantic definition schema does not cover the forward-referencing semantics because they convolute the role of structural and dynamic parameters.
Related Work
Our work is related to tool-support generator frameworks (TGFs) that take the definition of a notation, including its semantics, as input, and generate tool support, such as model checking and simulation capability, as output [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . TGFs differ in the semantic input formats (SIF) they use, and the procedure by which they obtain tool support for a notation. By being able to specify the semantics of various notations, an SIF is comparable with our semantic definition schema. An SIF can be an existing formalism, such as higher-order logic [19] , structural operational semantic format [20] , or a new formalism, such as template semantics [21] . While TGFs and their SIFs strive for flexibility and extensibility, to accommodate for new notations, we have strived for creating a semantic definition framework that produces semantic definitions whose elements can be identified as high-level semantic concepts. We believe that the former approach is in the spirit of descriptive semantics, where as ours is in the spirit of prescriptive semantics. This is because we observe that TGFs often aim for almost open-ended extensibility and flexibility, and aim to support an unclear, broad range of semantics, which leads to a general, descriptive style of semantic definition. If an SIF is used in a prescriptive way, then there should exist a clear scope of notations in mind so that the formalism can be used in an active way to define a semantics prescriptively. But such a clear scope contradicts the openended extensibility and flexibility goals of a TGF. We suggest that for the SIF of a TGF to produce prescriptive semantics a task similar to what we undertook for BSMLs in our previous work [1, 2] should be carried out first. This task also serves to define a suitable SIF itself, as well as the scope of the flexibility and extensibility of the TGF. The mechanism by which we define our semantics is influenced by that of template semantics [21] . In template semantics, a semantics is defined by: (i) instantiating values for the template parameters of its snapshot elements, and (ii) choosing, or defining, a set of composition operators. In particular, (i) we have adopted lines 1-5 in Fig. 6 from the definition of macro step in template semantics; and (ii) we have adapted the notion of snapshot elements in template semantics to model the dynamic parameters of a BSML semantics. We do not need the notion of a composition operator because the characteristics of a composition operator are manifested in our structural parameters. Compared to the template parameters of template semantics, the parameters of our semantic definition schema correspond to higher level semantic concerns, while having fewer dependencies among them.
Our semantic definition schema can be compared with general semantic definition methods that organize a semantic definition into a hierarchy of concepts, such as modules and sub-modules, in Action Semantics [26] , or theories that are related by linkings, in Unifying Theories of Programming [13] . These methods promote modularity and orthogonality in semantic definition. In comparison, we have developed a specialized framework for BSML semantics whose concepts are parameters that correspond to our semantic aspects.
Lastly, our work is comparable to that of Huizing and Gerth [27] . Huizing and Gerth taxonomize and specify the semantics of events in BSMLs, covering the semantic options of our Event Lifeline semantic aspect in this paper. In comparison, we consider additional semantic aspects.
